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REPORT SUMMARY 

During this third mission to the PCRI. Hardwar, India, the two main objectives were 

• to present a key note pa.per at the International Conference on Environmental Impact 
Assessment in Developing Countries in Delhi (manuscript attached) and assist in the 
organization of the conference as co-chairman and rapporteur; 

• to continue the training of the computer and mathematical modeling group at the PCRI. 
and prepare a working plan for 1989 and onwards in collaboration with the CTA and other 
experts present. 

The training exercises of the mathematical modeling group were built on the previous work and 
assignments, and included, in addition to a number of lectures on various topics from ecological 
modeling to knowledge acquisition techniques, geographical information systems, and graphics 
programming, the continuing development of the ISC air pollution model and auxiliary software 
for TPS impact analysis on the !nstitute's PC AT. In particular, a simple map drawing routine 
based on a general topological data structure was developed and coupled with the air pollution 
model, thus allowing to represent the plume computed by the dispersion model as a color coded 
overlay over a map of the area under study. An application example for the Unchahar, UP, TPS 
was developed. 

In addition, visits to the Regional Remote Sensing Service Center, the Survey of India, and the 
Indian Geological Survey, all located in Dehradun, helped to establish new contacts for PCRI 
and open new sources of training, expertise, and information. 

Also, various poss;ble collaborative research proj~cts, involving PCRI and designed to providP. 
clients, funding, and opportunities for on-the-job training for PCRI staff at foreign or Indian 
collaborating institutions, were elaborated, discussed, and proposals initiated where possible. 

Finally, in preparation of the arriv-.J of the new computer equipment, a detailed plan for the 
necessary logistics and environmental conditions for the computer rooms was formulated, and 
necessary repair and construction work as well as purchase procedures eg., for forniture and a 
vacuum cleaner, were initiated. 

The following detailed papers or proposals are attached: 

1. a summary of my recommendations 

2. a working plan for 1989 

3. a long-term working plan for 1990-1992 

4. a copy of my paper presented at the Delhi Conference. 



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The following recommendations also incorpora.tt" verbatim the recommendations ma.de in 
my previous reports. dated November 15, 1987, and April 30. 1988. They a.re repea.tetl 
here a.gain because they obviously have not had any major or noticeable effects so far, but 
address essential preconditions for all further developments of computer applications at 
the PCRI. 

COMPUTER CONFIGURATION (April 1988) 

After several more rounds of discussions with PCRI executives and management, a final 
version fo the proposed hardware configuration and Local Area Network (LAN) layout was 
agreed upon. The configuration should include the following main components: 

2 SUN 3/60C-8 color workstations, both with 8 MB RAM, 370 MB winchester disks and 
a 60 MB streamer tape each, with 19" and 16" color monitors, respectively. 

The two workstation will be connected through Ethernet. 

Attached to one of the workstations (the 19" model) should be a normal monochrome 
ANSI standard terminal, and a digitizing table of Al format. 

Attached to the second workstation should be a Laser Printer and a PC AT (under the 
XENIX operating system) for machine-to-machine connection. This PC should be con
figured with 4 MB RAM and an 80 MB disk, to serve as a multi-user gateway for the 
Institute's various PC's to the SUN system, and in particular the disks a.nd the Laser 
Printer. This PC AT would therefore require an 8 channel communications boa.rd (RS 
232C or RS 423). This gateway computer would then allow up to 8 additional PC's, to be 
located in the Institute's various laboratories, to access the gateway computer under the 
XENIX multi-user operating system, and, one at a time. the SUN network and its resources 
through the machine-to-machine connection between PC AT and the two networked SF'.\ 
computers 1 • 

Since most if not a.II PC's in the Institute's laboratories and administration will. at least 
in the beginning, run under the DOS operating system, a substantial amount of DOS 
softwa.re support will have to be provided. 

It is therefore strongly recommended to integrate at least one additional PC AT in the SU r-; 
Ethernet (under the SUN PC-NFS network file system) to allow a DOS machine direct 
a.cress to the SUN network. This machine, to be located in the PCRl Computer Center. 
should prirr.arily be '-!sed for DOS software development and could also sen.·•· as a modrl 
for a future expansion and upgrading of the local area network ~hrough tht> Etherrwt. using 
local rf!sources. 

While the basic SUN computers have finally been ordered and an import C'.ertifir.ate was 
granted during my last stay (DOE 0080/1988, dated DeC'.emher 5, 191'"18), the rf'mainin~ 
PC's and network components are still to he purcha.-;f'd. 

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS (April 1988) 

~:stahiishmf'nt of a Compulf'r Servirt>s <:roup. 

I Nol;\ hrflf.: nonr or thr~r pc·~ or Ll1r j!;;\lrW;\Y compulrr ;\n<I il~ nmfi~IH;\lion ''''I""""'""'' M<' 111d111lr<I 

an :hr propo,..-rl llNOP/llNlllO fon<lrcl .-ompnlrr rqnip:11rnl purrhM<". h mnsl thnrfor lw •""'""'''' th.ti 111•'"' 
miorocflmpulrr~ "·'" hr oht;linrrl u~in,; loc;ll fnnfl~ 



The overall computer system (planetf L eventually indudt• a total of 12 minornmputt>rs 
and in particular the two 32-bit supermicro graphics workstations) will require a substan
tial amount of systems support, maintenance. cJ.nd atiministration. 

It is therefore strongly recommended that a Computer Sen·ices (CS) group of at lea.st 
three engineers with the appropriate background (computer sciences or engineering) and 
experience is established. 

This CS group would have the responsibility to ensure the proper continuing operation 
and appropriate use of the computer equipment. 

Tasks should include: 

• systems administration, including regular file saves, moni\.oring of resource allocation 
(disk space, access to the machines and various peripherals in the Computer Center 
(CC)); 

• installation and maintenance of system software, trouble shooting (inclu.!ing the re
booting/restoring of the system after power failures); 

• installation, training, and supervision of new and novice users; 

• administration and distribution of documentation and materials (such as floppy disks, 
tapes, printer paper etc.), distribution of printouts; 

• providing application programming assistance for users within the framewo:-k of spe
cific project assignments. 

All common facilities and consumables will be arranged by this group. The CS grou:> 
would also control the physical access to the CC machines, and ensure a proper working 
environment (see below). The PCRI Computer Center itself should be a "Restricted Access 
Area". 

Unlimited access is only for CS. CS has personal accounts and sup~r-user (SU) privilec~s 
on the UNIX/XENIX machines. 

An experienced Users Core Group (e.g., from the Mathematical Modeling Group) has 
::....cess to the CC machines (SUN network and the two PC AT's) on a project assignment 
basis and with temporary project user accounts only. Access is under a flexible schedule 
established by the CS and the User Group in consultation with the management. CS 
monitors the sche~ule. 

Other users have direct access to the CC facilities only on a case-by-case basis, and only 
in direct collaboration and under supervision of a CS or User Core Group. They use 
temporary "guest" accounts installed on a short-term basis. 

Without a clear commitment of dedicated personnel for the computer group, an effective 
maintenance ancl use of the computer equipment is hardly possible. However, until today, 
no such clear commitment of full-time staff was made, and most of the staff trained in the 
computer group is allocated to this group only at a part time basis (with additional re· 
sponsibilities for tht> noist> and air pollut.ion la.h.1, mostly). Under the curr<'nt managemC'nt 
and sup1>rvision r.onditions at PCHI, this sN'ms to lead to a situation where always th" 
othf•r tasks (including administrativr and drriral ;u;si~tance of the management) arc usl'cl 
as an cxrusr for not bring a.hlr to romplrtr a givrn assignm1>nt. As an l'Xarnp!r, from th" 
srvl'n assignmrnts givl'n during my last. mission ( srl' my n-port. datrd April :m, I !JXX) only 
onr wa.c; romplrtrd within sl'vrn months. All othn rngirwns ril.f•d ntlwr workload as tlw 
rl'a.c;on why tliry rnnld not work on thrir assig1111w11ts. Tiu• sf'l(•rtion an<I rl'•ar dPdirntion of 
a foll-t.irn" rorr group with rl"arly <l1•1i1w<I ri•sponsihiliti,•s is tl11•ri•for hi~~hly rPro1111111•111li•,J. 
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This obviously will require additional new recruiting. since the current staff is simply not 
enough or efficient enough to fill a1' required positions in all the laboratories with all tlu•ir 
equipment. 

Finally, there is, to my understanding, a major unresolved problem in the moti\"ation 
and incentive structure at the PCRI: good computer scientists, and in particular in India 
which boasts a very fast growing computer industry, have a considerable markel value. It 
is therefore very difficult to attract and to keep good people, in particular after exposing 
them lo foreign training and thus increasing their job options outside BHEL/PCRL As a 
consequence, I strnngly urge the PCRI management lo implement creative and innovativr 
incentive sy~tems that will allow to attract and J.-'."'ep good and highly :notivated people 
at the PCRI, using, to the extent possible, the UNIDO/UNDP project and proposed 
collaborative projects to provide academk and monetary incentives. The equipment is 
state-of-the-art, and therefor attractive to a good professional; the work, if interesting 
contracts can be secured and major collaborative projects with prestigious foreign or Indian 
institutions can be initiated, can be very attractive; career r>rospects and pay schemes, 
however, as well as the current use of foreign training as part of the UNDP project, which 
could be used as an effective instrument to provide incentives, are not at all attractive or 
used to their full potential. 

Attracting and motivating good people, however, is an essential condition for successful 
operation in the future. 

LOGISTIC CON£IDERATIONS (April 1988) 

To allow the effective and uninterrupted use of the expensive computer equipment, it is 
extremely important to: 

• Secure a hardware/software maintenance contract or equivalent with the Manufac
turers representative in India (ICIM, New Delhi); 

• Keep the machines working environment CLEAN. 

This involves: 

(a) strictest adherence to the limited access policy outlined above; 

(b) ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING in the CC; 

( c) tea breaks are to be taken outside the CC; 

(d) dust proofing (sealing) of windows and air conditioner installations; 

(e) adding an additional (aluminum/glass) door and door mats in front of the CC 
entrance to create a buffer zone fo,· dust protection; 

(f) regular daily use of a vacuum cleaner for the machine room; 

(g) keep the floor free of cables so that it can be washed properly (with ample water 
without splashing) regularly, at least weekly; 

• KC*!p the working environment safe and orderly. 

This involves: 

(a) obtain appropriate furniture (stable and with easy-to-clean surfaces) for thl'! work
stations and periphP.rals; recommendt>d size for a workstation table is "J. by l m, 
with no sidl'! drawers; 

(h) providl'! suffir.ient dust-proof storagl'! spacf~ (file cabin<>ts) for cloc.umentation and 
malNials; 

(r) Sl'rur" ALL rahles only along the walls; 

(fl) provid" sta.hlr filtNecl (ronditionNI) powN supply on a sf'paratl' rirruit. for tlw 
ro1111111 t1•rs. 

fj 



-------------------------------------- - - -

• No;se reduction in the computer rooms, including curtains. drapes. sound·ahsorbin,; 
materials on frt."' walls, soft partitions. is also strongly recommendcJ. 

During my last stay, repair and cc·'l.struction work to prepare the rooms fer the computer 
equipment have been initiated. Several detailed work plans and requirements lists have 
been prepared and discussed with and approved by the PCRI management. 

The procurement of a vacuum cleaner has finally been initiated. 

The procurement of the furniture for the computer rooms has been prepared and initiated. 

COMPUTER PERSONNEL TRAINING {April 1988) 

Further training of CSCG and User Group members at appropriate institutions in lndi:l 
and abroad is an absolute necessity for the effective use of complex computer equipment. 
Collaborative projects with appropriate institutions could provide the necessary focus for 
such training. 

It is highly recommended that specific projects are initiated, or appropriate sponsors and 
clients sought, to provide a framework for focused on-the-job training in collaboration 
with national and international institutions in the field that have experience in the use of 
computer based methods in environmental engineering and pollution ontrol for efficient 
technology and know-how transfer. 

Within tl.e framework of such projects, PCRI staff should join, on a temporary basis, 
the research and ..:evelopmer.t teams of the collaborating institutions for training; this 
personnel would then be in a position to transfer the necessary know-how to continue the 
development at PCRI. 

Several main topics for training a.re listed in the following working plans for 1989 and 1990-
1992, respectively. To prcwide tbe necessary framework of funded collaborative research, a 
rumber of research proposals for external funding or funding as BHEL R&D projects were 
prepared for and with PCRI staff. Any or all such projects could providP. the framework 
and the resources for further training and the transfer of know how, software, and related 
skil!s to the PCRI modeling group. 
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PCRI 1989 Project Plan: 

Mathematical Modeling and Computer Applications 

OBJECTIVE: 

• Implementation of one major interactive simulation model for TPS air pollution ( S02 , 

NOr, particulates) and a minimum set of auxiliary software tools such as text pro
cessing and report generation, preparation of presentation graphics, and digitizing, 
on the new SUN computer equipm~nt; 

• train the staff in the use of computer based text processing and report generation, 
and the production of attractive presentation graphics including the digitizing and 
processing of cartographic background material as complementary activities for any 
model based consulting job, to enable the computer group to reliably operate the 
computer systt~ms, software tools, and the model, and in.dependently apply them to 
new case stud\es of commercial relevance; 

• prepare with and for the group example case studies of TPSs (Bathinda, Unchahar, 
BHEL Ranipur) based on air quality modeling including digitized background maps 
and satellite data, and prepare one example report to serve as a reference for the 
groups capabilities, that can be distributed to potential clients. 

MILESTONES: 

April/May: SUN equipment fully operational; first version of the TPS air quality model 
and text processing tools implemented; 

October/November: final version of TPS model operatioual; selectl?d case study applica· 
tions completed; auxiliary software tools implemented for report generation. 

EXPERT MISSIONS: 

two expert visits of about 3 weeks each (with 4 weeks at home base e ch for the preparation 
of software and work on the case study) in conjunction with the above milestones. 

STAFF TRAINING: 

the following main topics are recommended for 1989: 

• SUN/UNIX systems program.ning and administration 

• SUN graphics programming, interactive modeling 

• digitizing and geograrJ.iical information systems (GRASS GIS) 

• text processing ('fy)(, ~Tf:X) 

• preparation of presentation graphics (touc:hup, fig, raster, etc.) 

Each of these topics would require a 2 to 3 months period for introduc:tory level training. 

In addition, basic SUN/UNIX user training in India (from the equipment suppliPr) is 
urgently recommended for the wlmle group. 

Also, ba.c;ic: training in image processing a.t th" RRSSC in D"hra. Dun is highly rernm· 
mended for th" ent.ir" group; one or two engineers shoul<I he i;el--rtPcl for more r.xl<'nsiv<' 
training in t.hii; fi<'lcl. 



EQUIPMENT, MATERIAL, AND INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS: 

New Equipment: 

(a) I Mitsubishi Color Printer/Plotter G 650 (A3/A4 format) with RGB ..-ideo intt•rfacp 
lo allow direct output of SUN graphics screens from the monitors vidro signal. with 
supplies (paper, color cartridges) for at least 1000 printouts. 

Estimated cost: USS 25-JOK 

Justification: the color printer will allow to produce immediate high-quality hard copy 
with the full resolution and colors of the SUN graphics system. It will therefore be au 
important element in any project reporting and documentation, as well as marketing 
efforts, adding cost-effective and professional high-resolution color graphics to make 
reports more useful and more attractive to clients and customers. 

High-resolution color graphics are the only possible medium to conve_y the complex 
and detailed information the computer can generate dErectly to the user. 

This printer technology is very new, and the machine was therefore not foreseen in 
the original equipment purchase pr•Jposal. 

(b) I STD/FAX line (a dedicated telephone/fax line with international direct dialing) to 
improve communication with oollaborating institutions and individuals, as ~·ell as for 
the direct communication with customers and clients. 

MATERIALS: 

(a) 40 1/4" tape cartridges (for SUN computers) high density. 60 ~IB. eg .. 3~1 or CDC. 

Estimated cost: USS 3K 

(b) 40 HP laser jet toner cartridges (for the laser printN) 

Estimated cost: USS 4K 

Justification: the above consumables will hf' requirf'd to ensurf' uninterrupted oper
ation for the first one or two years for the new computer and peripheral equipment. 
Without thes€! materials, the equipment simply rannot bf' opNated at all (toner car
tridges) or safeiy (tapes for file backups). 

SOFTWARE: 

(a) TfXand UTf,Xtext processing software 

from: Northvest Computing Support Center 
DW-10, 208 Levis Hall 
University of Washington, Seattle 
Washington 98195 
USA 

f·:stimatPcl fOSf: f"S$ f"100 

(h) <;HASS 3.0 c;m~raphiral l11forP1ation Syst1·111 

from: OBA ~yo~ems, 
11781 Lee Jackson Memorial Highway 
Fairfax, VA 22033-3360 
USA 

!I 



Estimated cost: USS 1000 

DATA AND INFORMATION: 

(a) Satellite Jata: SPOT tapes for the a.res surrounding the two TPS case studies 
(Bathinda, U11chahar) to be ordered from NRSA, Hyderabad. 

(b) Cartographic information: t>hysical maps (1:50,000 or bigger) for the Bathinda area 
(from Survey of India, Debra Dun), land use and any other topical maps for both 
Bathinda and Unchahar, from the Geological Survey of India. 

These data will be required in support of the two TPS case study applications for 
the air quality model, as well as for training purposes for the various software tools. 

LITERATURE: 

Purchasing a number of computer text books on topks such as the UNIX opera.ting sys· 
tern, C, graphics programming, and environmental modeling is an absolute necessity. My 
previous report contains a list of such urgently recommended titles in the references. 
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PCRI Phase II (1990-1992) Proposals: 

Mathematical l\1odeling and Computer Applications 

As r<'qU<'sted by the CTA, a list of suggested areas of conn•ntration and furtht•r tll•wlop
ment for the comp~1ter based activ:ties at PCRI was prepared togdhN with subsequent 
proposals for implementation, training, and equipment; the sequence of topics implies 
approximale priorities. 

In general, I do believe that the development of computer based analysis and consultancy 
capabilities, involving data bases and information systems, simulation modeling. expert 
systems technology, and in particular the extensive use of color graphics in reports as an 
innovative and highly attractive feature, can provide substantial research and business 
opportunities for :?CRI. 

Other than all services based on field measurements or lhe analysis of samples only, in -
formation processing services require less logistics and are not limited lo a rather small 
spatial radius for obvious problems of access and transportation. 

Topics for Further Development: 

(a) further extension of the TPS air quality modeling software: 

• adding expert systems components for the selection and configuration of pol
lution control technologies and equipment including engineering cost estimates 
(emphasis should be on BHELs own product line of ESPs); 

• inclusion of explicit ash management into the simulation system, ie., landfill 
leaching and groundwater contamination; 

• addition of a multi-criteria decision support system for scenario/alternative op
tion comparison, evaluation, and selection; 

(b) development of water quality management tools for industrial and domestic 
waste water, following the basic pattern of the TPS system: 

• expert system component for th<! selection and configuration of treatm<'nt tech
nologies and steps depending on waste water composition. This could include 
a diagnostic ES component that identifies constituent5 of concern from circum
stantial evidence, ie., sources of pollution (production technologies), or simple 
observation and measurements of the waste water; 

• simulation of the treatment process, accounting of ORM costs; 

• river water quality simulation models. including sediment transport and hioac
cumulation of toxics or heavy metals; 

• irrigation water simulation including accumulation of toxics and h<'avy m<'tals in 
soils and crops. 

These components could be extended into a regional manag<'rn<'nt syst<'m iliduding 
extensive data ba.c;es (pollution inventories) and optimization t<'chniqu<'s (inv<'stment 
distribution and scheduling, technology and site st>lection) for a study of th<' H iv<>r 
Ganga. 

(r) Industrial Waste Management as a major and <'m<'r~ing th<'m<' al~o i11 d"v"lopin~ 
rountri<'s coulcl provide intcrcsti11g and long-tNm opportuniti<'s for tlw l'C'HI: 

• implmn<'ntation of a IJS RCRA-typ<' data has" and information s~·st,.111 011 prod
uct. and tl'chnology sp<'cific ind111;t.rial wa.sl.1' stn•a111s; 

• computN- ha.'i<'d intNa.ctiv" trl'atahility ma.nu a.ls, i1•., PXp1•rt :-.y:-.1••111:-. wr:-.io11:-. of 
1•g., t.lw llNJ·:J> IHPTS manuals, El'As Wt-:T/JH'HA 11111<1 .. 1 ... tr.; 
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• simulation models for sdectNI wastc> managc>m<'nt technologies a:ul tlu•ir envi
ronmental impacts. eg .. : 

- incinerlltion of hazardous wastes (can use many of the TPS software compo
nents) 

- land disposal (can use the ground water part of the TPS ash management 
system) 

(d) Industrial Risk Analysis: pollution control is not only concerned with routine 
operations, but should equally consider accidental spills or catastrophic failures in 
operating conditions. In particular the case of Bhopal should make the necessity 
of safety related analysis obvious. Again, followir.g the patterns of development of 
environmental and risk awareness eg., in the OECD countries, this should be a topic 
with considerable potential for the kng-term future. 

• development and implementation of simple fault-tree and event-tree models for 
process industries, can use the consequence modeling c.o·nponents for air, surface 
and ground water from above; 

Software Development and Staff Training: 

Easy-to-use and reliable software, adapted to Indian conditions (resources, technologies, 
st:Lndards, IS required procedures) would have to be developed for and with PCRI staff 
on the basis of existing public domain software. 

Ideally within the framework of application specific case studies to provide a realistic t~st
ing ground, these systems could be developed with institutions such as IIASA, providing 
at the same time ample opportunities for on-the-job training for PCRI staff. Such exten
sive training is an absolute must to enable the current group to responsii>ly m:~ complex 
software tools. 

Each of the above main areas and components would require s~veral man-years of devel
opment effort for a fully tested, reliable easy-to-use package of commercial applicability. 
Research-level prototypes would probably require only about half that effort. 

Hardware Requicements: 

Top support the more rompute intensive components of the 1989 and the proposed long· 
term activities such as image processing, geographical information systems, finite element 
modeling (eg., for groundwat ,r models) fault-tree analysis, etc., and the Al components, 
one fully configuretl work station should be added in support fo the current network, eg., 

SUN 3/280C PAI with 32 MB RAM, large disk capacity (2 times 780 MB) and a 1/2" 
reel tape drive, essential for efficient storage and backup as we~! as for data transfer and 
communication with other institutio11s computers ( eg., satellite data from N RSA), 

estimated cost: US$ 150K. 

In addition, one fast (20-15 MHZ) 386 based PC with the new InM standard for color 
grap.hics (VGA) arid a corresponding high-resolution color monitor should he inrluded to 
maintain compatibility with new PC based developments and applications. 

Software Requirements: 

Two aclclitional software pana~c·s, 11a1111•ly 

SUN COMMON LISP (ran lw inrlnclf'cl in the PAI workst.ation rn11fi~11r;1t.io11) 

and QUINTUS Prolo~ for the SUN 

should he oht.ainecl for tlw Al rornponrnts oft.hr al10Vf• propos;,I. 
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